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Senior Portrait Session Fee
$129

Your session will include 60 to 90 minutes of photography time at the location of your choice and a 60 minute studio 
session. You will be able to bring multiple outfits, props, pets, etc. The session fee is a creation fee that covers the 

photographer’s time and does not include any prints or products. Studio or location session only - $75.

Pre-Portrait Consultation
Your portrait session will be greatly enhanced with a pre-portrait planning session at our studio at some time prior to the 

photo shoot. It will allow us to get to know you, learn about your interests, discuss wardrobe and locations as well as your 
personal style. We want to match your session to your personality. We can show you samples of previous sessions, go 

over our products and pricing and schedule your previewing session. This consultation will take about 30 minutes.

Ordering Session
Your images will be ready in about two weeks after your session. We will schedule a time for you to come in to preview 

your photos, projected on our large screen to make your selections and place your order. We will begin with a slideshow 
of all of the images followed by a time to select your favorites. This ordering session usually lasts from one to two hours. 
We will have refreshments available. It is recommended that all decision makers be present. We don’t have child care 

facilities and it is best to not bring young children. If you are unable to place your order at this session, we can schedule 
a second session for a $50 charge or you we can post your selections online for 14 days, also for $50. A 50% deposit is 

due when your order is placed with the balance being due when you order is delivered.

Production Times
After placing your order, prints and wall portraits will be ready in about two weeks. Canvas and Metallic prints are 

printed off site and will require a longer production time, usually around 4 weeks. Personal Yearbooks are designed and 
proofed for your approval before submitted for production. That design is typically ready in about two weeks. Once 

approved, the book should be ready in 2 - 3 weeks.
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 Collection I       $1295 ($2020 value)

16x20 Canvas or Metallic
Personal Yearbook

12 Gift Portraits
Wallet Package A

DVD Slideshow
Social Media Files (ordered images)

Additional Discounts
Gift Sizes  $10

25% off any canvas, yearbook or wall portrait

Wallet Packages
 Package A     256 wallets $256
 Package B     128 wallets $195
 Package C       64 wallets $125

 Collection II           $595 ($1094 value)

16x20 or 10x20 Storyboard
10 Gift Portraits

Wallet Package B
DVD Slideshow

Social Media Files (ordered images)

Additional Discounts
25% off any canvas, yearbook or wall portrait

Gift Sizes $15

 Collection III          $395 ($475 value)

4          8x10
6            5x7

Wallet Package C
Social Media Files (ordered images)

Additional Discounts
Gift Sizes       $20

50% off DVD slideshow

www.hrseniors.com

Wall Portraits
   Size  Studio Finish  Canvas or Metallic
  24x30      $499   $795
  20x24      $399   $695
  16x20      $299   $595
  11x14      $149      na

all wall portraits, 11x14 and larger are mounted ready for framing
 Canvas prints are on stretcher frames

Gift Portraits
 8x10    $  30
 5x7    $  25
 4x6    $  20
 wallets (8)   $  30

A La Carte Menu

Other Products
 10x20 Storyboard  $295.00

 DVD Slideshow   $125.00

 Personal Yearbook  $495.00
   (20 page 10x10 album)

 

 Social Media Files - branded low-resolution 
 images of all ordered prints are included at 
 no extra charge.
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